A New Dynamic Visual Acuity Test to Assess Peripheral Vestibular Function
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Objective: To evaluate a novel test for dynamic visual acuity (DVA) that uses an adaptive algorithm for changing the size of Landolt rings presented during active or passive head impulses, and to compare the results with search-coil head impulse testing.

Design: Prospective study in healthy individuals and patients with peripheral vestibular deficits.

Setting: Tertiary academic center.

Participants: One hundred neuro-otologically healthy individuals (age range, 19-80 years) and 15 patients with bilateral (n=5) or unilateral (n=10) peripheral vestibular loss (age range, 27-72 years).

Interventions: Testing of static visual acuity (SVA), DVA during active and passive horizontal head rotations (optotype presentation at head velocities >100°/s and >150°/s), and quantitative horizontal head impulse testing with scleral search coils.

Main Outcome Measure: Difference between SVA and DVA, that is, visual acuity loss (VA loss), gain of the high-acceleration vestibulo-ocular reflex.

Results: Passive head impulses and higher velocities were more effective than active impulses and lower velocities. Using passive head impulses and velocities higher than 150°/s, the DVA test discriminated significantly (P<.001) among patients with bilateral vestibulopathy, those with unilateral vestibulopathy, and normal individuals. The DVA test sensitivity was 100%, specificity was 94%, and accuracy was 95%, with search-coil head impulse testing used as a reference. In healthy individuals, VA loss increased significantly with age (P<.001; R²=0.04).

Conclusion: Dynamic visual acuity testing with Landolt rings that are adaptively changed in size enables detection of peripheral vestibular dysfunction in a fast and simple way.


Gaze stabilization during high-velocity head movements is enabled by the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), which produces compensatory eye movements to stabilize images on the retina with a latency of about 10 milliseconds.1,2 The gaze stabilization by the VOR can be evaluated qualitatively by the head impulse test at the bedside.3 The head impulse can also be used to quantitatively measure the gain of the high-acceleration VOR (eye velocity divided by head velocity) when recording eye and head movements with high temporal and spatial resolution. Traditionally, these recordings are performed with the semi-invasive magnetic search-coil technique,3,4 which presently serves as the standard,4 and recently the recordings have been performed with videonystagmography.7

The measurement of visual acuity (VA) during head impulses, called dynamic visual acuity (DVA) testing, offers a relatively simple alternative. This technique is based on the fact that peripheral vestibular lesions decrease the gain of the VOR and consequently increase retinal image slip.8,9,10 during head movements. If retinal image slip velocity exceeds 2°/s to 4°/s, then VA is reduced.11,12 Therefore, measurement of DVA can give indirect information about the VOR performance and semicircular canal function, provided that nonvestibular ocular motor disorders have been excluded.

Several DVA testing methods have been described.2,8-10,12-15 What most of these methods have in common is that VA was tested with a transiently appearing Snellen optotype E with 4 possible orientations during head movements of different velocities. In general, the tests required a...
rather high number of head movements because the algorithms of VA testing were stepwise. To shorten the duration of DVA testing, Schubert et al.\textsuperscript{15} introduced an adaptive algorithm that starts near the middle acuity level and continues in accordance to the patient's performance. The proposed algorithm still needed about 100 head impulses before arriving at the final DVA value. Peters and Bloomberg\textsuperscript{16} made use of Landolt rings as visual targets assessing DVA while patients walked on a treadmill. They also used only 4 of the 8 possible orientations.

Our aim was to design an improved DVA test, which can be used efficiently in a clinical routine and is applicable as an office procedure. With a low number of head impulses and within a short time period, this DVA test should be able to screen VOR function with a high sensitivity and specificity.

We describe the newly developed DVA testing algorithm and report test results in a large number of oto-logically healthy individuals with a wide age range and in patients with unilateral and bilateral vestibular loss. All results were compared with those of search-coil head impulse testing, which was used as a reference.

**METHODS**

**PARTICIPANTS**

One hundred individuals (mean [SD] age, 45 [16] years; range, 19-80 years) without otological and neurological disorders were included in the study. They were recruited from among hospital personnel, students, people who attended public lectures at the university, and family members of these persons. Normal peripheral vestibular function was verified by a normal VOR gain in quantitative head impulse testing. Fifteen patients (age, 54 [13] years; range, 27-72 years) with unilateral or bilateral peripheral vestibular loss were recruited by otologists and neuro-otologists of the ear, nose, and throat and neurology departments. Criteria for a complete unilateral vestibular loss were a history of labyrinthectomy or vestibular neurectomy and/or a VOR gain of less than 0.30 on the affected side as determined by search-coil head impulse testing; criteria for a complete bilateral vestibular loss were VOR gains of less than 0.20 on both sides. All individuals were investigated on a volunteer basis and gave written informed consent to participate in a protocol approved by the local ethics committee.

**DVA INSTRUMENTATION**

The equipment of our DVA testing system consisted of a personal computer with an external keyboard, a 19-inch liquid crystal display monitor (1280 × 1024 pixels, 75 Hz) and a Sparkfun velocity sensor (Sparkfun Electronics, Boulder, Colorado), which was fixed on a headset to the individual’s head. The monitor was placed at a distance of 5 m in front of the patient, who was sitting on a chair.

Both static visual acuity (SVA) and DVA were measured. Visual acuity assessment was performed using the standard optotype “Landolt ring” as a visual target with 8 different orientations instead of the Snellen optotype E with only 4 possible orientations,\textsuperscript{17} reducing the chance performance level by a factor of 2. Visual acuity was expressed as the decadic logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR), which represents the scientific term of the VA.\textsuperscript{17} The individuals were asked to recognize the orientation of a Landolt ring, which is displayed randomly on the monitor, and to type in the correct answer on an external keyboard representing the 8 possible orientations.

DVA was determined first using our system. Because VA loss was calculated as the difference of DVA and SVA, DVA testing was independent of the patient’s vision. Individuals were allowed to wear their own eyeglasses or contact lenses during both SVA and DVA testing. Visual acuity was measured binocularly.

Dynamic visual acuity testing consisted of an active part and a passive part. In the active part, the individual generated horizontal head rotations by active movements. In the passive part, head impulses with random timing were delivered manually by the examiner standing behind the individual and holding the head laterally on both sides without interfering with the visual field. The head impulses consisted of brisk rotations toward the tested labyrinth and the center head position with a starting position of a 20° to 30° turn to the contralateral side. This kind of impulse has the advantage of being easy to perform for both the patient and the examiner, and patients are able to view the monitor continuously through the lenses of their eyeglasses. The important aspects of this procedure include achieving a correct starting position and having an experienced examiner to deliver impulses with the correct magnitude. Two different blocks of preset velocity limits were tested, 1 with 150°/s and 1 with 100°/s.

Before starting the actual DVA test, individuals were familiarized with it, and they were provided with ample opportunity to practice active and passive DVA testing to both sides.

**QUANTITATIVE HEAD IMPULSE TESTING**

Quantitative head impulse testing (qHIT) with search coils was performed as previously described by members of the vestibulo-culomotor laboratory of our institution.\textsuperscript{6,19} Briefly, eye and head movements were analyzed during head impulse testing in a magnetic coil frame using a search coil around the cornea of the right eye applied following anesthesia with oxybuprocaine, 0.4%, and a second coil fixed to the forehead with adhesive tape. Digi-
Significant effects on the VA loss and the correlation of VA loss and VOR gain were studied by regression analysis. Discrimination of patients from healthy individuals was examined by analysis of the z scores for the different test parameters. The z scores indicate how many standard deviations the VA loss of the patients differs from the overall mean. Sensitivity was calculated as the ratio of true-positive and the sum of true-positive and false-negative test results; specificity was calculated as the ratio of true-negative and the sum of true-negative and false-positive test results. Accuracy was calculated by the sum of true-positive and true-negative, false-positive, and false-negative results. Results were divided into the groups of true-positive, true-negative, false-positive, and false-negative on the basis of search-coil head impulse testing, which was used as a reference.

### RESULTS

#### DVA OF NORMAL INDIVIDUALS

Significant effects on the VA loss were attributed to the type and the velocity of the head rotations: Active head impulses led to a lower VA loss than passive impulses ($F=7.48, P=.006$, Figure 1), just as the VA loss was lower using a velocity limit of 100°/s than one of 150°/s ($F=126.46, P<.001$). The VA loss was significantly higher with increasing age ($F=15.37, P<.001$). However, the linear correlation in the regression analysis was low, with only 4% of the variance of VA loss accounted by age (Figure 2). Even though the VA loss in normal individuals during rightward head rotations showed a significantly poorer value for the overall effect than during leftward rotations ($F=7.02, P=.008$), the difference corresponded to a single optotype missed for head rotations to the right compared with the rotations to the left.

#### COMPARISON WITH DVA OF PATIENTS WITH PERIPHERAL VESTIBULAR LOSS

Passive head rotations ($z=2.27$) showed clearer discrimination of patients from normal individuals than active movements ($z=1.24$). Furthermore, discrimination was better during head impulses higher than 150°/s ($z=2.08$) than during those higher than 100°/s ($z=1.43$). Thus, the highest z score ($z=2.72$) was yielded with passive head rotations of a velocity higher than 150°/s. Using these parameters, the patient groups of bilateral vestibulopathy and of unilateral vestibulopathy on both ipsilateral and contralateral side differed significantly from healthy individuals and from each other ($P<.001$) (Figure 3).

Healthy individuals had a mean (SD) decrement of VA of 0.38 (0.10) logMAR under dynamic conditions. This VA loss was 1.40 (0.29) logMAR in individuals with bilateral vestibulopathy. Data of rightward and leftward head rotation were pooled in normal individuals and in patients with bilateral vestibulopathy because there was no significant difference for the test parameters of passive rotation and velocity limits of 150°/s ($P=.11$ and $P=.98$, respectively). Persons with unilateral vestibulopathy had a mean (SD) VA loss of 1.07 (0.19) logMAR and 0.59 (0.15) logMAR during ipsilesional and contralesional head rotation, respectively. No significant difference was present between the numbers of correct answers for any of the 8 possible directions of the Landolt rings, neither for normal nor for patients with vestibulopathy ($F=2.03, P=.12$, and $F=0.98, P=.47$, respectively).

The test performance of the patients was analyzed using VOR gain as measured by quantitative head impulse testing as a reference, age-matched normal values (mean $±$ 2 SDs; 20-40 years: $±0.56$ logMAR; 41-60 years: $±0.58$ logMAR; 61-80 years: $±0.60$ logMAR), and test parameters of passive rotation and velocity limits of 150°/s. Using search-coil head impulse testing as a reference, sensitivity of the DVA test was 100% for both unilateral and bilateral vestibular loss. Specificity was calculated to be 94%. The accuracy of the DVA test was 95%.

#### NUMBER OF HEAD ROTATIONS

The mean (SD) number of head rotations needed to test both horizontal semicircular canals was 39 (15) for the parameters of passive rotation and velocity limits of 150°/s. Individuals without peripheral vestibulopathy needed fewer head impulses (34 [13]) than patients with peripheral vestibular loss (50 [14]).

#### CORRELATION OF VA LOSS AND VOR GAIN

The correlation of the VA loss and the VOR gain, as measured by qHIT, was significant ($P<.001$). Regression analysis showed a linear correlation with an $R^2$ of 0.72 (Figure 4).
We developed a new test procedure to measure DVA by optimizing several test parameters, in particular, the use of the optotype Landolt ring with 8 orientations instead of the optotype E with only 4, passive instead of active head rotation, and velocity limits of 150°/s leads to a DVA test with high efficiency compared with other DVA tests described in the literature. A test algorithm was designed with the aim of reducing the number of head impulses compared with previous studies. A peripheral vestibular loss was detected in a fast and simple way with high sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy. Based on the findings of this study, DVA testing may represent an easily applied office procedure in the assessment of semicircular canal function in the high-frequency range. This seems to be more important for gaze stabilization by the VOR than the low-frequency range measured with calorics.

The reduction of VA under dynamic conditions was age dependent. An age-related decrement of the VOR gain is well known, having been observed in sinusoidal rotation and head impulse testing. Because participants were allowed to wear their habitual glasses or contact lenses, and the VA loss was calculated as the difference of DVA and SVA, the age-related changes in VA loss are unlikely to be related to a reduction of the SVA with increasing age. Moreover, Herdman et al, who tested fewer individuals, also observed an even larger age dependency in the results of their DVA tests.

Besides reducing test time, DVA testing during passive (unpredictable) head impulses with a velocity higher than 150°/s enabled the best discrimination of healthy and vestibulopathic individuals compared with our other parameters. Sensitivity and specificity of DVA were high with search-coil head impulse testing used as a reference.

During predictable active head rotations, nonvestibular oculomotor mechanisms may augment the VOR gain.
Such nonvestibular contributions to gaze stabilization mainly consist of anticipatory slow eye movements and preprogrammed catch-up saccades with short latencies.9,14 Catch-up saccades during nonanticipated head impulses have latencies of 100 to 180 milliseconds9,21 and prevent the recognition of Landolt rings within the display period of 100 milliseconds in case of a deficient VOR gain. Besides higher sensitivity for DVA testing, passive head movements may also be related to the clinical deficit experienced by the patient. Such movements are ubiquitous in daily activities such as driving a car, riding a bicycle, or skiing. A total compensation of reflexive eye movements elicited by rapid passive head movements in the presence of a peripheral vestibular deficit cannot be expected, even if catch-up saccades of short latency already occur during the head movement (so-called covert saccades).21 These covert saccades, however, might be responsible for good adaptation. To measure whether the adaptation is then due to recovery or to faster saccades is technically not possible by DVA because eye movements are not measured.

In contrast, latencies during predictable head movements are shorter (30-100 milliseconds)9 and might contribute to gaze stabilization within the stimulus presentation period. Accordingly, DVA testing during active head rotations was less sensitive for screening VOR function than passive head rotations. However, DVA testing during active movements might have potential for measuring central adaptation following peripheral vestibulopathy even though central adaptation on active head movements is only a part in vestibulopathic recovery. However, if active VA loss is significantly better than passive VA loss, such adaptation might be more accessible to training and might imply that there is a possibility to increase adaptation. This question is addressed in our ongoing study.

One reason for the lower VA loss in healthy individuals and the poorer discrimination of normal individuals and those with vestibulopathy using the velocity limit of 100°/s may be the push-pull mechanism of the semicircular canal function. Both horizontal semicircular canals contribute to the VOR function during head rotations of lower velocities. The contralateral afferents are inhibited with increasing velocity and are gradually driven into inhibitory cutoff.21 Consistent with Ewald’s second law, the impact of contralateral semicircular canal signals on the VOR decreases with higher accelerations.22

Neither the detection of a peripheral vestibular hypofunction nor the possibility of measuring the adaptation on a peripheral vestibulopathy by active DVA testing has yet been studied adequately. This will be the aim of further work, together with improvements of our test algorithm and its adaptation for testing anterior and posterior semicircular canal function.

In conclusion, our new DVA test procedure that includes an adaptive algorithm for changing the size of Landolt rings enables detection of a peripheral vestibular loss with high accuracy in a fast and simple way. The sensitivity and specificity are comparable to quantitative VOR measurements with search-coil head impulse testing. The accuracy of the test critically depends on the use of dynamic test parameters. Passive head impulses with a velocity higher than 150°/s were found to provide very high accuracy. Our new test algorithm reduced the number of head impulses and made DVA testing fast and simple for both the patient and the examiner.
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